
 

• Many examples exhibit a similarity of form (steel 
framework and bone skeleton) but better to look at 
similarity of function. 

• Function of each part:  
o Base: When a quadruped stands upright on its 

feet, the legs are carrying the weight of the whole 
animal. Compared to the tall and slender piers[?} 
of a railway bridge.  



 

• Jointed legs not adapted to receive the horizontal thrust 
of any arch placed on the top of them. (curved back bone 
of horse cannot be regarded as an arch  - not held back at 
each end by horizontal reactions) 

• Can supply the place of these external reactions by a 
modification. i.e. insert a straight steel tie to unite the 
ends and supply the external reactions. (tied-arch). Can fill 
in gap by a web-system (parabolic bowstring girder) 

• Now consists of an upper compression member and lower 
tension member. 

• Necessary tie in bridges not found in skeleton of the 
quadruped. 



 

• Structure of animal skeleton most comparable to the main 
girder of a double-armed Cantilever Bridge.  

• Does not terminate at two end points but extends beyond 
them, carrying head at one end and tail at other.  

• At each point of support, it is subjected to negative 
bending moment due to the overhanging load.  



 

• Many modifications due to actual distribution of the load. 
For example, the horse carries more weight on front legs 
than hind legs so unsymmetrical as in diagram and 
opposite for dinosaur due to light head and heavy tail. 
(greatest bending stress found over the haunches) 

• The girders which resist these bending movements must 
possess an upper tension member (tie) and lower 
compression member) 

• In skeleton, we find the line of vertebrae extending along 
the lower edge and the muscular ligament along the 
upper edge of the spines. (similar to web-system) 

• Depth of this girder = vertical depth at each point 
between the upper and lower member. Much less than 
height of skeleton. 



 

• Engineers of today may criticise the skeleton structure of 
the dinosaur: 

o Girder not deep enough for carrying enormous 
weight. By adopting a greater depth would 
increase the strength of the structure. However 
would also increase rigidity. 

 
 



 

• Double requirement of strength and flexibility. 

• Elastic deflection, curvature and material of the muscular 
ligament needs to be considered. 

• Suitable depth of girder beset by conflicting requirements: 
e.g. increasing depth increases strength but reduces 
flexibility.  

• Each animal has been fitted with a backbone which solves 
the mathematical problem and fits its individual needs.  

 


